In string realizations of the Randall-Sundrum scenario, the higher-spin Regge excitations of Standard Model states localized near the IR brane are warped down to close to the TeV scale. We argue that, as a consequence of the localization properties of Randall-Sundrum models of flavour, the lightest such resonance is the spin-3/2 excitation, t * R , of the right-handed top quark over a significant region of parameter space. A mild accidental cancellation allows the t * R to be as light or lighter than the Kaluza-Klein excitations of the Standard Model states. We consider from a bottom-up effective theory point of view the production and possible observability of such a spin-3/2 excitation at the LHC and Tevatron. Current limits are weaker than might be expected because of the excess of W W jj events at the Tevatron reported by CDF at M inv ≃ 400 − 500 GeV.
Introduction
Models with warped extra dimensions have been extensively studied since the seminal papers by Randall and Sundrum (RS) [1] . Such models provide an elegant explanation of the hierarchy between the electroweak and Planck scales due to the exponential warping of the bulk geometry, which red-shifts scales of IR-localized physics down to the TeV scale. Although in the original RS model only gravity propagates in the bulk, it was soon realized that Standard Model (SM) fields living in the warped extra dimension could provide new insights on other unsolved issues, such as the observed hierarchy of fermion masses. The latter arises in such models as a consequence of localizing fermionic wave-functions at different places in the fifth dimension, as discussed in [2] .
The idea of warped extra dimensions also garnered much attention within superstring theory, as compactifications of ten-dimensional supergravity involving D-brane charges generically include regions with large warping, which became known as "throats" [3] , and warped throats are generic in the string theory landscape [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Although such solutions typically have a more complicated structure than the idealized RS model, many of the 5D phenomenological features can be reproduced in such string compactifications. A particularly interesting construction embedding a probe D7 brane in the Klebanov-Witten throat, with an AdS 5 ×T 1,1 near horizon geometry, includes bulk matter and gauge fields from strings ending on the probe brane [9] . Although a non-trivial configuration with multiple branes is needed to implement the SM gauge group and chiral matter, this construction illustrates how string compactifications have the necessary ingredients to provide a top-down description of the RS bulk phenomenology (see also [10] ). Conversely, studies conducted within the RS model may be viewed as useful guides to the behaviour of warped supergravity compactifications.
The string theory nature of warped throats suggests, however, that a much richer phenomenology should be included in these models, namely the effects of higher-spin string excitations of SM fields. In the context of large volume compactifications with intersecting brane configurations, such states have been shown to be sufficiently light to induce observable effects in current TeV-scale experiments [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . In RS-like compactifications, where the bulk exponential warping generically brings Planckian mass states down to the TeV scale, one also naively expects higher-spin string states to be brought down to near the TeV scale. We argue that, although in warped models the generic string state is in fact expected to be somewhat heavier than the Kaluza-Klein (KK) mass of SM excitations, there can be individual higher-spin modes which are comparable in mass or even possibly lighter than the light KK excitations. Given present experimental constraints on the KK mass-scale M KK , we therefore do not expect the LHC to explore the kinematic regime √ s ≫ M str where soft Veneziano-like behaviour of cross-sections applies, but a regime where at most one or two Regge excitations might be accessible.
In this work, we focus on the possible observability of spin-3/2 excitations of SM fermions which correspond to the lightest higher-spin excitations of these particles in string theory. In the absence of concrete string theory constructions, we follow a bottom-up approach to include these states in the RS scenario where fermions are allowed to propagate in the bulk. Our analysis shows, under the assumption that string theory effects contribute universally in a flavour-blind fashion, that right-handed (rhd) top quark excitations (t universal spectrum that might be expected, eg, in large volume compactifications. Not only is this feature easy to accommodate within present experimental data, which allows light top excitations with masses > ∼ 340 GeV but puts stronger constraints on other lepton and quark excitations, but it also indicates a particular flavour signature in collider experiments. Our results suggest that string spin-3/2 excitations of the top quark might be accessible at the LHC or Tevatron. In fact current direct search limits on t * R states are somewhat weaker than might be expected because of the excess of W W jj events at the Tevatron reported by CDF at M inv ≃ 400 − 500 GeV [16] . Interestingly, because of its enhanced production cross-section a spin-3/2 top resonance appears to be a better fit for this excess than a standard spin-1/2 top-prime. Such a spin-3/2 excitation might also be relevant to the excess reported by the DØ collaboration [17] .
Turning to the outline of this paper, the spectrum of spin-3/2 resonances in the RS geometry is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the effective Lagrangian describing the interactions of t * R with SM fermions, gauge fields and the Higgs field. A preliminary discussion of the experimental signatures of singlet top quark excitations, particularly the production and detection prospects at the Tevatron and LHC follows in Section 4. (We are also preparing a detailed analysis of such signals, the associated experimental background and possible methods for spin determination, to appear in a later publication [18] .) We conclude in Section 5.
Spin-3/excitations in the Randall-Sundrum model
With present techniques it is not possible to quantize strings on general curved backgrounds. A famous exception is IIB string theory on AdS 5 × S 5 , which by Maldacena duality is equivalent to maximally supersymmetric SU(N) Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions [19] . In this case the string scale M str is parametrically heavier than the Kaluza-Klein scale k arising from the S 5 by a factor M str /k ∼ (g str N)
1/4 , and thus decouple from the theory in the formal N and g str N → ∞ limits in which supergravity is a good description of the gravitational side of the duality. However there are reasons to expect the situation to be different in the string realization of the RS scenario as a warped throat. First, in RS model building, the curvature length 1/k of the AdS 5 space is not much longer than the 5D Planck length, M 5 /k ∼ N 2/3 ∼ few being typical. Since we expect (or require) the string coupling g str < 1, we deduce that the string oscillators of a string realization of RS may be only slightly heavier than the bulk KK modes. Second, the expected string realization of the RS scenario is not a throat with the geometry of a perfect slice of AdS 5 , but rather a socalled warped-defomed (or Klebanov-Tseytlin-like [20] ) throat where the effective curvature length changes with distance y along the throat, reducing in the IR [21, 22] . We do not yet have a good understanding of the value of M 5 /k(y) in string realizations of realistic RS throats, so at present we take M 5 /k(y IR ) to be a parameter of the theory. In fact M 5 /k(y IR ) → O(1) has significant potential phenomenological advantage in that the problems of the electroweak phase transition of RS models [23] can be ameliorated [22] , and the N-enhanced contributions to precision electroweak observables possibly reduced to acceptable levels. (Other papers which consider some of the phenomenological consequences of a Klebanov-Tseytlin-like throat with a smooth tip are [24, 25, 26] .) Note also that in a realistic realization of the Standard Model in a 5D throat (for example from intersecting D7-branes) the mass parameter in the effective field theory description of low-lying string states must depend on the details of the compactification leading to the 5D field theory. This may further reduce the 5D bulk mass of string resonances with respect to the 10D string scale M str , although this is clearly a model-dependent statement. We believe that the end result is that the masses of low-lying string excitations are not necessarily much heavier than the KK modes at the IR tip of the throat. We now argue that flavour physics model building in RS models in fact favours a light (compared to the other spin-3/2 Regge excitations) spin-3/2 resonance of the rhd top quark over much of parameter space, and in fact that this resonance can even be lighter than the KK modes if a mild accidental cancellation occurs. Since the flavour physics model building done so far has been performed exclusively in a slice of AdS 5 we start by considering the mass spectrum of spin-3/2 Regge excitations of SM fermions living in the bulk of a RS five-dimensional space.
The RS model [1] consists of a five-dimensional theory where the bulk geometry is a finite slice of AdS 5 space of length L = πR, truncated by two four-dimensional boundaries (branes) at y = 0 and y = L, with 0 ≤ y ≤ L representing the spatial coordinate along the finite extra-dimension 1 . The metric is then given by:
where η µν , µ = 1, . . . , 4, is the 4-dimensional Minkowski metric with mostly plus signature and k is the curvature of the anti-de Sitter space. The exponential "warp" factor then induces a large hierarchy between the effective mass scales at the two boundaries, M P and M P e −kL . If the former is the fundamental Planck scale, one obtains an O(TeV) mass scale at y = L for kR ∼ 12. The RS model thus explains the large hierarchy between gravitational and electroweak interactions if the Higgs field is localized in the "TeV-brane".
Let us then consider a massive five-dimensional Dirac vector-spinor field Ψ M , M = 0, . . . , 3, 5, described by the 5D extension of the Rarita-Schwinger action [27] 2 :
where the covariant derivative is given by 
. We assume the mass term is generated in a gauge invariant way with respect to the spinorial transformation Ψ M → Ψ M + ∂ M ǫ where ǫ is a spinorial gauge parameter, and parametrize the bulk mass as M Ψ = ck for some real constant c. We may also use this gauge invariance to set Ψ 5 = 0 [27] , so that it suffices to denote the field by Ψ µ , µ = 0, . . . , 3.
1 While originally this truncation corresponded to the five-dimensional orbifold S 1 /Z 2 with four-dimensional branes at the orbifold fixed points, this formulation is more suitable for our discussion.
2 Our definition of M Ψ differs from that in [27] , corresponding in our case to the physical pole in the 5D propagator.
As for the case of bulk spin-1/2 fermions, it is convenient to separate the vector-spinor in its chiral components Ψ
µ . These admit a KK decomposition of the form:
where the KK mode-functions are normalized as:
Using the equations of motion derived from the Rarita-Schwinger action, one concludes that the right-and left-handed mode functions satisfy the coupled differential equations:
where m n is the 4D (Dirac) mass of the n−th KK mode. These are in fact the same equations satisfied by the KK mode functions of a bulk spin-1/2 field [2], which is not surprising since the Rarita-Schwinger vector-spinor satisfies the five-dimensional Dirac equation. It is convenient to define t = e k(y−L) , so that ǫ ≤ t ≤ 1, where ǫ = e −kL ∼ 10 −16 in order to solve the hierarchy problem. In terms of this variable, the KK mode equations can be written as:
where x n ≡ (m n /kǫ) ∼ (m n /TeV) and the + (-) sign corresponds to the right-handed (left-handed) modes. These equations have the general solution:
where J α (x) represents a Bessel function of the first kind. Eq.
To determine the KK spectrum, one needs to impose boundary conditions (b.c.) for the mode functions in the UV (t = ǫ) and IR (t = 1) branes. Bulk quarks and leptons, which have analogous KK mode solutions, satisfy the same b.c. in both branes (either Dirichlet or Neumann), with opposite b.c. for left-and right-handed modes, according to Eq. (6) . If this were also the case for their spin-3/2 excitations, it would necessarily lead to 4D massless chiral vector-spinors. Then, through Yukawa couplings to the Higgs field, these would typically acquire masses of the same order of their SM spin-1/2 counterparts, which is phenomenologically unacceptable. However, one is free to impose distinct b.c. in the two branes. This eliminates all spin-3/2 chiral zero-modes, the lightest resonances corresponding to the first KK modes of the underlying five-dimensional fields.
We may then have two possible b.c. assignments for left-handed modes, which we denote by (a) (-,+) and (b) (+,-), where -refers to Dirichlet and + to Neumann b.c. in the (UV,IR) branes. As ǫ ≪ 1, the KK masses are approximately given by the zeros of Bessel functions:
Note that the two types of b.c. are related by the redefinition c → −c. In Figure 1 we plot the values of the first KK mode mass as a function of the bulk mass parameter c. As one may observe, there exist values of c for which this mode can become quite light. We have, however, made no assumptions about the values of the bulk mass parameter so far. Quark and lepton bulk masses must be distinct to explain the observed 4D fermion mass hierarchy [2] . In string theory, these states are massless in the decompactification limit and have an associated tower of higher-spin states with a mass gap of the order of the fundamental string scale. Compactification into a five-dimensional RS throat should, hence, induce bulk masses for the spin-1/2 ground states, subsequently affecting all higher-spin excitations. There is, however, no fundamental reason to assume the mass gap between the resonances is affected by the mechanism that produces bulk fermion masses. Thus, we expect the bulk mass of the spin-3/2 resonances to include the mass of its spin-1/2 counterpart, c 0i k, and an extra string theory contribution, sk, which we assume to be the same for all spin-3/2 resonances and, following the discussion at the start of this section, also of the order of the fundamental 5D mass scale, so that c i = c 0i + s.
The bulk masses of SM quarks and leptons determine their Yukawa couplings and hence their masses and CKM mixing, and phenomenology requires these masses to be close to the values −k/2 and k/2 for SU(2) W doublet and singlet fields, respectively [28] . For a single generation of quarks q, u, d it is then useful to define the bulk mass parameters as c 0q ≡ M q /k and c 0u,
The corresponding 4-dimensional Yukawa coupling is then related to the respective 5-dimensional coupling by:
where one assumes λ 5 k ∼ 1. Note that this result neglects the effects of brane-localized operators in the 5-dimensional equations of motion, which is a good approximation for the fermion mass spectrum [28] . Eq.(10) illustrates how UV-localized fermions, with c 0q,u,d −1/2, lead to exponentially small Yukawa couplings, hence describing the masses of first and second generation quarks and also all lepton generations. The large top Yukawa coupling requires significantly larger bulk mass parameters, in particular for the singlet component. In [2] , it was shown that UV localization of light fermions suppresses their couplings to KK gauge bosons, making them universal and hence preventing large FCNC effects. The latter might then be significant only for third generation quarks, but constraints from flavour-changing processes are much weaker in that case.
Experimental data cannot, however, fully determine all SM bulk mass parameters, preventing a precise computation of the spin-3/2 resonance spectrum. One expects, however, all allowed spectra to exhibit a large separation between the mass of singlet top excitations and all remaining spin-3/2 resonances, due to the required difference between their bulk masses. To illustrate this point, we have used the set of quark bulk mass parameters given in [28] (see also [29] and [30] Recall that, in Eq. (10), we defined the bulk mass parameters for singlet and doublet excitations with opposite signs. Consequently, each plot in Figure 2 depicts singlet and doublet fields which satisfy opposite b.c., with plot (a) corresponding to the same IR b.c. satisfied by all spin-1/2 fermions.
Although not shown explicitly, lepton resonances will generically lie close to the first and second generation quark excitations, as they have similar bulk mass parameters. These results clearly show that the singlet top excitation is significantly lighter (heavier) than all others for negative (positive) s. The sign of the string bulk mass parameter is undetermined in the absence of a concrete string compactification, although negative values may naively seem more natural given that c 0 −1/2 for most fermions. Also, there is a sizeable range of s for which the singlet top excitation is lighter than the KK mass scale (the lightest KK excitations have mass ≃ 2.45M KK in RS models). As we will discuss in the next sections, it is phenomenologically more interesting and viable to have light singlet top excitations while all other resonances are much heavier, so that we will focus on this possibility for the remainder of this work.
One must also take into account that brane-localized Yukawa operators may modify the spectrum of spin-
Spin-3/2 rhd top interactions
Motivated by the spectrum of spin-3/2 resonance states outlined in Section 2 we will focus on the case where the sole light (M < few TeV) spin-3/2 state is the partner of the rhd top, which we denote by t * R . Such states are least constrained by current direct searches, but as we will show below can still be copiously produced at the LHC, and have the added advantage of relatively easily evading flavour-changing and rare-decay constraints.
Although the form of the low energy interactions of spin-3/2 resonances should ultimately arise from the underlying theory at high energies, such as string theory or a confining gauge theory leading to composite quark and leptons, we follow a bottom-up effective-field-theory approach and use a generic interaction Lagrangian involving the resonances and respecting the gauge symmetries of the SM. Such an effective field theory must break down at high energy due to the non-renormalizable nature of interacting spin-3/2 theories. Thus our theory is endowed with a cutoff Λ (the maximum value of which we will later estimate), which suppresses higher-dimension operators 3 . We start by considering a generic Dirac vector-spinor ψ µ of mass M in four dimensions, transforming in the fundamental representation of a local gauge group G and representing the first KK mode of an underlying five-dimensional spin-3/2 field. A minimally coupled vector-spinor is described by the gauge-invariant Rarita-Schwinger Lagrangian [48] , defined up to a parameter A which is related to the presence of unphysical spin-1/2 degrees of freedom in the vector-spinor field ψ µ (see eg [38] ). We take the value A = −1, so that:
with the standard gauge covariant derivative D µ = ∂ µ − igA µ , where g is the gauge coupling and A µ the gauge field. Following from this ψ ρ satisfies the Dirac equation. The free Lagrangian also implies the constraint
which, however, is violated when interactions with A µ are included. The free Lagrangian yields the propagator [42] :
where the expression in square brackets gives the associated polarization tensor. As excited fermions, the spin-3/2 resonances have the same SM quantum numbers and gauge couplings as their spin-1/2 counterparts which, in the case of t * R , correspond to the (3, 1) 2/3 representation of the SM gauge group.
The numerator of the propagator Eq.(13) contain terms that go like three powers of the momentum. This leads to cross-sections which go like positive powers of the energy in the ultra-violet, an observation which is symptomatic of the field theory of higher-spin particles. As the cross-section rises indefinitely, tree-level unitarity is violated at some point. One can get a rough estimate of the unitarity bound by simply considering the amplitude of elastic scattering in the s-wave only. For gluon-mediated interactions arising from Eq.(11), one finds that tree-level unitarity is respected for √ s < ∼ 7M. Of course it is possible for the effective theory describing the resonance to break down before this scale, but as a working hypothesis we will take Λ = 7M unless otherwise specified.
As we will see, Eq.(11) already contains the leading order interaction responsible for the dominant production mode of the spin-3/2 resonances at the Tevatron and the LHC, but does not allow for its decay. Therefore we are also interested in interactions involving both spin-3/2 and spin-1/2 states, which allow the decay of the resonances into SM fermions. These will a priori include dimension-four "kinetic" and "mass mixing" interactions of the form
where P R,L χ denotes a chiral spin-1/2 state with the same quantum numbers as the ψ µ excitation. As for KK excitations of SM fermions or generically any model of new vector-like quark and lepton families, one may always choose a basis where kinetic and mass terms are diagonal, so that terms such as Eq. (14) are unphysical. However, we must also consider the Yukawa operators mentioned in the previous section, which are of the form
where χ represents a lhd quark SU(2) W doublet in the case where ψ µ represents the t * R resonance. These operators are not necessarily diagonal in the above mentioned basis, so that generically there will be dimension-four mixing between spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 mass eigenstates in weak interactions.
Although the interactions with the physical Higgs boson vanish for on-shell spin-3/2 states due to the constraint Eq.(12), for spin-3/2 resonances appearing in internal lines the new Higgs-mediated interactions may in general lead to flavour violating rare processes. However, these FCNC do not severely constrain the couplings λ or the masses of the t * R state, because their FCNC effects are suppressed by the same mechanism that suppresses the couplings of KK fermions to SM fermions and Higgs in Randall-Sundrum models of flavour physics [28, 30, 49] . Also, as discussed in the previous section, the effects of these operators are small for v ≪ M KK , where v is the VEV of the Higgs, and may be further suppressed depending on the choice of b.c. in the IR. Hence, we expect all dimension-four weak operators mixing spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 states to be suppressed. This mixing will be absent in strong interactions involving spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 states, which may only occur via dimension-five operators of the form:
where for SU(2) W singlet excitations terms involving lhd SM fermions are further suppressed by v/Λ. Here we assume that the mass scale Λ sets the strength of the dimension-five operators, and a is an O(1) coefficient that one may expect to scale with the associated coupling constant a ∼ g.
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For singlet excitations, the interaction Eq. (16) contains, in addition to the gluonic field strength, couplings to the photon and Z, which, if a i ∼ g i , are sub-dominant. The strong interactions in Eq. (16) are not necessarily flavour-diagonal, but it is easy to show that, assuming that in the 5D AdS theory the suppression of higher dimensional operators is by powers of the 5D Planck mass M 5 , couplings of the light quarks to the resonances will be more strongly suppressed than those of the top. Another way to express this is to say that the light-quarks are UV-localized, and thus exposed to higher mass-scales than the IR-localized top quark. Thus, the coupling of t * R to the top-quark will be dominant compared to other possible flavour-violating couplings. As we will see later, the gluonic operator in Eq. (16) gives the dominant contribution for single-production of the t * R resonance at the LHC.
We conclude this section by noting that one can attempt to constrain the masses and couplings of the spin-3/2 resonances via low-energy observables and precision tests. These will be directly analogous to the constraints applicable to the KK modes of the SM fermions in usual RS modelbuilding [28] . However the spin-3/2 sector fields (with the exception of t * R ) are generically heavier than the fermion KK modes, and their mixings with the SM fermions can be naturally suppressed, so that it is easy to accommodate the constraints for large regions of parameter space. Specifically, the vector-like SU(2) W singlet t * R is loosely constrained by low-energy observables and precision tests such as the oblique electroweak observables S, T and U, four-fermion operators, FCNC observables like ǫ ′ /ǫ [50] and rare decays like b → sγ [51] , even if its mass is below the TeV-scale. Although such observables might help constraining the mass of this state, a detailed analysis cannot be done in a model-independent way, lying beyond the scope of this paper. Better constraints can, however, be obtained by direct searches, a topic we discuss in the next section. 4 The parameter z is the so-called off-shell parameter, as the constraint γ µ ψ µ = 0 eliminates the contribution of this interaction for physical spin-3/2 states. Several discussions on the value of this parameter can be found in the literature (see eg [33] ). A popular choice is the value z = − 1 4 , first obtained in [31] . Other authors have found from field-theoretical arguments the value z = − 1 2 [32] , while some phenomenological approaches use z = 0 [41] . All of these various specifications of z rely on effective field theories with several formal problems, and, given the observed discrepancy, we do not believe a solid value of z can be established using this type of approach and leave it as a free parameter of the interaction Lagrangian. Because of the physical constraint γ µ ψ µ = 0 the value of z affects neither the decay width of the resonance at leading order, nor the dominant (pair) production mechanism.
Experimental Signatures
We expect the dominant decay modes of t * R to be into a rhd top and a gluon, via the interaction Eq.(16) (in accord with the results of string theory calculations in flat space [52] ), in addition to t * R → γt via analogous dimension five interaction terms, and t * R → Ht, t * R → Zt and t * R → W + d i via the suppressed dimension four mixings Eqs. (14) and (15) (see [53] and references therein for the related case of a spin-1/2 singlet excitation). Despite the dimension-five nature of the top+gluon channel, it corresponds to a strong interaction, while the last three decay channels occur via dimension-four interactions suppressed by small mixing angles for v ≪ M KK , and possibly further suppressed for specific choices of IR b.c., as discussed earlier.
Resonances with smaller KK masses should be more sensitive to IR effects, so one expects a larger fraction of weak decays in this case, although in general the strong and weak channels may have comparable branching ratios. Note that the weak decay channels will get other contributions from transition-magnetic-moment-like interactions as given in Eq. (16) . The various decay channels may lead to distinctive final states useful for distinguishing t * R production from the SM background, but unfortunately their branching ratios depend on the unknown coefficients a i for SU(3) and U(1) Y and on the Yukawa couplings. As the t * R → tg partial width is Γ tg ≃ a 2 M 3 /(48πΛ 2 ), where M is the mass of the resonance, and given that we expect M < Λ, it is clear that Γ tg ≪ M. This should also hold for the weak decay channels, as for spin-1/2 vector-like excitations [54] . Hence, this allows us to utilize the narrow-width approximation (NWA), thus considering the production and decay of the resonance as a two-step process.
Armed with the justification of the NWA, we may safely proceed to the calculation of the production cross-sections of the resonance in proton-proton (and proton-antiproton) collisions. As we will see, the dominant production mechanism is typically pair-production via the interaction of Eq. (11) . The contributing diagrams coming from this operator are shown in Figure 3 . In principle, there are diagrams in which the dimension-five operator of Eq. (16) contributes, but these are strongly suppressed for the values of Λ we use below. We note that pair-production of spin-3/2 states has been considered by [42, 43] . We find, consistently with the results of those authors, that the cross-sections of pair-production at the LHC are quite large. For example, the production cross-section for a resonance mass of 300 GeV is of the order of 10 3 pb, while a minimally coupled spin-1/2 particle of the same mass would be pair-produced with cross-sections of the order of 10 pb. This difference is due to the fact that the partonic cross-sections for the spin-3/2 particle go like s 3 in the ultraviolet, whereas those of a spin-1/2 particle go like s −1 . Therefore, upon convolution with the parton distribution functions (PDF) to obtain the hadronic cross-sections, the integral picks up more contributions from the large x region, where x is the momentum fraction available to the partons. This violent ultraviolet behaviour also means that pair-production violates unitarity at some scale, which we estimate to be √ s ≈ 7M, where M is the mass of the resonance.
A simple way to parameterize the inevitable slop in this scale is to impose a hard cut-off √ s 0 on the partonic cross-sections at a certain value of the centre-of-mass energy. For single-production, the dominant diagrams come from the strong interaction in the operator of Eq. (16), and two types of diagrams need to be computed. The first type describes gluon-fusion into a rhd top and a t * R resonance. There are six of these diagrams, as shown in Figure 4 . The second type is annihilation of quark-antiquark pairs, again giving a rhd top and a resonance, also shown in Figure 4 . There are also diagrams where a top and a gluon fuse to give a spin-3/2 resonance and a gluon, but the top content of the proton is miniscule and these diagrams give a negligible contribution. The dominant process is gluon-gluon-fusion, as one would naively expect. We employed the package CalcHEP version 2.5.j [55] to calculate the cross-sections. We have computed analytically the decay width and the last two diagrams in Figure 4 and checked their agreement with the results obtained using this package. The PDF used were the CTEQ6L set [56] , while m t = 171.2 GeV [57] .
In Figure 5 , we show the behaviour of the hadronic cross-sections against the mass of the resonance. The plot on the left shows the single-production cross-section for various values of the parameter z. Guided by our estimate of the unitarity-violation scale, we use a value of Λ = 7M, with smaller values of Λ leading to a higher single-t * R production rate as the latter goes like 1/Λ 2 . Recall that Λ is a vestige of the five-dimensional theory, and will thus depend on the profiles of the fields in the extra-dimenion, and hence on the mass of the resonance. Note that the only diagrams which have a z-dependence are those with intermediate spin-3/2 propagation.
The plot on the right in Figure 5 shows pair-production with and without a unitarity cut s 0 . It is clear that pair-production dominates over single-production for most values of z, unless the unitarity cut is very low. Moreover, pair-production depends very weakly on the off-shell parameter z and Λ (for Λ > 2 TeV) and is therefore more model-independent from a theoretical perspective, with a smaller SM background, which suggests that this channel might be more promising for detection purposes. Although single-production might have interesting experimental signatures, we relegate its discussion to future work and focus on pair-production in what follows. Note that the effect of the cut-off at s 0 = 7M is very mild, reducing the production cross-section by 15% for M = 300 GeV but only by 3% for M = 400 GeV, and is negligible for larger masses. This is related to the fortuitous cut-off enforced by the steeply falling PDF at scales below the unitarity bound for almost all resonance masses considered. To our knowledge, no direct searches for spin-3/2 quark excitations have been done so far. Heavy up-like SU(2) W singlet spin-1/2 vector quark excitations have, however, been searched for in pp collisions by the CDF collaboration ( [16, 58] and [59] ) at centre-of-mass energies of 1.96 TeV. These searches assume that the dominant decay channel of the spin-1/2 resonance is due to mass mixing with the SM top, decaying mainly into W d i , where d i is a down-type SM quark, and a lower-bound for the mass of such a quark excitation is quoted as 311 GeV. Calculating the crosssection for production of the t * R spin-3/2 resonance at Tevatron energies (see Figure 6) , and using the SM background quoted in [16, 58] , we find a lower bound on its mass M > 340 GeV for a 2σ margin of exclusion. Note that this is pessimistically large, as it assumes 100% decay into W d i , which we expect to compete with the other decay modes, as explained above. Interestingly, the existence of a mild excess of observed events at the Tevatron as reported by the CDF [16] and DØ [17] collaborations can possibly be explained by a t * R resonance with a mass of about 400 GeV. Because of the somewhat enhanced production cross-section of the t * R at the Tevatron the excess is possibly better accommodated than with a standard top-prime, avoiding the need for the assistance of an extra s-channel colour-octet exotic [58] (note that at the Tevatron the dominant production is viaparton events, so the enhancement of the cross-section at the Tevatron is less than that at the LHC where gg parton events occur with a t− or u-channel t * R propagator). Finally, we now touch on the potential observability of these resonances at the LHC. We will content ourselves here with a rather simplistic measure of discovery, namely a simple signal vs background criterion S/ √ B ≥ 5, with no regard to angular distributions, or the details of decay cascades. All of the latter are clearly crucial facets of the analysis of the production and detection of any unstable higher-spin resonance, and they will be considered in upcoming work [18] .
The t * R → W + b decay mode is particularly interesting for direct searches, and we can in fact use it to estimate an upper-bound for the mass of spin-3/2 singlet resonances observable at the LHC. We utilize the background quoted in [60] , where pair-production of spin-1/2 up-like singlets decaying into W + b is considered. In [60] , it is found that spin-1/2 singlets with mass up to 1.1 TeV should be detectable at the LHC. Assuming all decays occur in the W + b channel and that the same K-factor as for spin-1/2 quark excitations applies, we find that spin-3/2 singlets with mass 1.35 TeV should be accessible at the LHC, reflecting the enhancement of the production rate for higherspin particles. A combined search using the full set of decay channels including t * R → tg, tZ, tH, and tγ should raise this upper bound, so we view M < 1.35 TeV as a conservative estimate for discovery of the t * R at the LHC. The merits of the various competing decay channels, as well as a more complete treatment of detection prospects, will be presented in forthcoming work [18] .
Conclusions
In this work, we have considered the embedding of spin-3/2 Regge excitations of SM fields in Randall-Sundrum throats, which constitute a generic feature of any realization of these scenarios within string theory. We have considered the particular case where SM fermions and associated excitations are allowed to propagate in the bulk of the 5-dimensional geometry, in which case we find a reverse hierarchy amongst the KK masses of the (vector-like) spin-3/2 resonances, in the sense that the lightest states are those pertaining to the top in a large region of parameter space, with masses possibly below the TeV scale. This peculiar feature arises due to the way the fermions must be localized to account for the hierarchy in their masses, as explained above, and under the assumption of a flavour-blind string theory contribution to the bulk masses of these excitations.
We expect top singlet excitations to decay via t * R → tg, W + b, tZ, tH and tγ, whose modeldependent branching ratios may be comparable. Using the W + b decay channel, we derive a lower bound of about 340 GeV on the mass of t * R from Tevatron data, although this depends on the unknown branching ratio of this particular channel. Also, a reported excess of events in this channel can be possibly explained by a resonance with a mass of ∼ 400 GeV. If the W + b decay mode is dominant, we find that spin-3/2 singlets with mass up to 1.35 TeV should be discoverable at the LHC.
The discovery of Regge excitations of SM fields may provide an unprecedented insight into the phenomenology of warped extra-dimensional models and string compactifications, and we are preparing a detailed analysis of the production of such states at the LHC, the associated decay cascades and the crucial issue of spin determination [18] .
